Linguistics Spring Research Symposium

April 15, 2023 — Humanities 2-259

9:15   Coffee

9:30   Opening Remarks
       Ryan Bennett, Graduate Director

Session 1

9:35   Jonathan Paramore   Codes are Universally Moraic [abstract]

10:05  Eli Sharf           Identificational Appositives in English [abstract]

10:35  Elfnur Ulusoy      The Role of Syntactic Connectivity in Agreement Attraction: Evidence from Turkish [abstract]

11:05  Break

Session 2

11:15  Jun Tamura         Compounding Words in the Syntax can Produce Phrasal Phonology: Evidence from Aoyagi Morphemes [abstract]

11:45  Matthew Kogan      The Role of Specifiers in a Content-Addressable Retrieval Mechanism [abstract]

12:15  Closing Remarks
       Ryan Bennett

12:30  Lunch